
St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School is committed to safeguarding 

and promoting the welfare of children and young people.  

St Augustine’s Catholic Primary School 
Week ending Friday 03 February 2023  

                                                          
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                           
                                                                            

           

      
                         
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

SAFEGUARDING 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Live, Love and Learn with Jesus 

 

THE WEDNESDAY WORD 
 

Special word of the week is:  

“GOODNESS”  
Jesus said to his disciples: “You are the salt of the earth. 

You are like a light shining for the whole world to see, just 

like a city built high on top of a hill which cannot be hidden 

from view. No one lights a lamp and then covers it up; they 

put it where it shines and gives light to everyone in the 

house. In the same way, you must let your light shine for 

others, so that people will see the good that you do, and 

give thanks and praise to God for sharing his goodness 

through you.” 
Adapted from Matthew 5:13-16 

 

 “And the word became flesh and dwelt among us“ 

John 1:14  

  
  

 

ATTENDANCE 

 
Y1  86% 

Y2  92% 

Y3  86% 

Y4  92% 

Y5  96% 

Y6  96% 

OVERALL – 91%  

BEST ATTENDANCE 
 

KEY STAGE 1: Y2  KEY STAGE 2: Y6 
 

100% WEEKLY DRAW WINNERS 
 

Lily Karwanska Y3 
 

Jayia Kaur Y5 

 

 

 

THIS WEEK’S NEWS 
 

Thank you for your generous donations to 

this week’s collection. Our visitor today was 

overwhelmed by the amount of items 

collected. They will provide wonderful 

support for so many families in a struggling 

part of the world 

 
 

Our inspectors were delighted with 

the children last week. 

We shall share more information 

when we receive our report. 

  

 
THIS APPLIES TO ALL AGES. 

 
 



MESSAGES FROM CLASS TEACHERS 
CLASS  STARS OF THE WEEK 

Nursery This week, we went on a Winter Walk. We looked 

around our garden for different signs and objects. 
Daniel Nguyen Ekkirat 

Randhawa 
Reception This week, we worked on how to add in Maths. We 

have really improved at adding 2 lots of things together! 

Karin Munova  Alexis Thomas 

Year One We had a new person in our class this week: it was a 

Robot! It was exciting to read ‘The Robot and the Bluebird’. 

Tahini Gordon  Simon Le 

Year Two We had great fun following instructions to make bird cake 

to put out for the birds. 

Vanesa Boldiova  Jakub Luboch 

Year Three In Y3, we have been working hard with 

adding and subtracting money. 

Marcel Osinski Rose Faraj 

Year Four You are all developing such wonderful skills 

with the Chromebooks. Well done! 

Satkeerat 

Sudan 

Catherine 

Gomez 
Year Five Thank you for working so hard this week and 

for being helpful to younger children. You are all stars! 

Kaylan Phu Jayia Kaur 

Year Six Your hard work is paying off, Y6: keep it up! Remember 

to read daily at home and complete all homework tasks set. 

Milan Gazi Sarah 

Omenma  

 

              
 
 

Reception 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/y4EgERxu/DK8A9dtw 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/I9OFiqL3/2AccZfkA 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/fwoGsmc3/sGHOpH44 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/qRU6hE94/DWfgbStq 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/xKN7QUSs/x0Ft6Nkr 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/smZ4ypIz/kgk5Zvy2 

 

Year One 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/LncmKZtx/jKxfgWxH 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/KiKeKbot/PL7eOvil 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/SvyhRdUl/QqFeIhHA 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0ywadKlZ/vfNeRtNw 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/RGIqbW9O/gFCiYYca 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/XSfAl6mr/s3wL9fkX 

 

Year Two 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/dqASXnTk/Vm3nnppb 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/vd9b3fjZ/PVdLA7yf 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/hEgID8Sq/tqeK8Hva 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/NeH4xWEz/kxLyXGVH 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/txLPEgv5/53oVSsc3 

https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/y4EgERxu/DK8A9dtw
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/I9OFiqL3/2AccZfkA
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/fwoGsmc3/sGHOpH44
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/qRU6hE94/DWfgbStq
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/xKN7QUSs/x0Ft6Nkr
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/smZ4ypIz/kgk5Zvy2
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/LncmKZtx/jKxfgWxH
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/KiKeKbot/PL7eOvil
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/SvyhRdUl/QqFeIhHA
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/0ywadKlZ/vfNeRtNw
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/RGIqbW9O/gFCiYYca
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/XSfAl6mr/s3wL9fkX
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/dqASXnTk/Vm3nnppb
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/vd9b3fjZ/PVdLA7yf
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/hEgID8Sq/tqeK8Hva
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/NeH4xWEz/kxLyXGVH
https://schools.ruthmiskin.com/training/view/txLPEgv5/53oVSsc3

